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CENTER FOR WELLBEING Announces Opening of Bedford NH Location 

  

(Bedford, NH) – Today, the Center for Wellbeing, headquartered at 3201 Lafayette Road, Portsmouth, 

New Hampshire announced the opening of their second location at 18 Constitution Drive in Bedford, 

New Hampshire. The new location will provide most of the same services that the Portsmouth office 

does including, Metabolic Reset Weight Loss Program, Regenerative Medicine in the form of 

Regenerative Biologics, PRP (Platelet Rich Plasma) Therapy, Knee Gel Injections (Viscosupplementation), 

and Allergy Testing/Treatment. The Bedford location will be staffed with Nurse Practitioners, Medical 

Assistants and Health Coaches to serve the Bedford area. Virtual appointments are also available.  

 

Dr. Jeff Donatello, Co-Director/Owner of the Center for Wellbeing, works with his medical team 

to help patients with chronic pain and inflammation using a combination of Functional and 

Regenerative Medicine as well as traditional insurance-based medicine. He has a 20+ year 

career in health care and is passionate about empowering people to optimize their health and 

wellbeing. Dr. Donatello says, "It’s all about getting back into balance by getting inflammation 

down. We teach people ways they can do this, and our top priority is to empower people to 

optimize their own health." 

 

Kelly Donatello, Co-Director/Owner of the Center for Wellbeing is constantly curious about 

human potential and fascinated by the science and art of healing. She has a diverse background 

with 20 years of business experience combined with integrative health counseling, mind-body 

nutrition, and personal development. She is a lifelong student of Epigenetics, the science of 

"everything counts." 

 

The Bedford location will be staffed by Sarah Sullivan who will serve as Managing Director and 

be responsible for Sales and Marketing. Sarah comes to the Center from a diverse background 

in Management, Sales and Marketing. Sarah has also been a broadcaster for 30+ years in Maine, 

New Hampshire and Massachusetts Radio and TV.  
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